Response to referees' comments on this manuscript required the inclusion of several figures and tables that would interrupt the flow of the paper. Therefore, we have elected to include such as Supplemental Material, which would be available online for any who wished to view it.
Chemical Structures for Pesticide Degradates
While many papers in in the peer-reviewed literature 1 , present the structures for the pesticide degradates under consideration, we reproduce them here for the use of the reader as Figure 
MS Fragmentation Patterns for Degradates
Fragmentation patterns for the degradates under current mass spectrometric conditions are reported here as Figures SM-2 and SM-3. Note: Fragment structures for 3-PBA and MDA are shown in Figures SM-2 and SM-3. TCPy and DCCA are not shown because they did not fragment at a sufficient intensity. Therefore, their chlorine patterns are used for confirmation. 
Calibration Curves for Degradates
The calibration curve for 3-PBA is given in the main text. We include the other calibration curves here for comparison and use by the reader as SM-4 -SM-6. Note that the calibration curve information includes the calibration equation and a measure of goodness of fit, namely R 
Analyte Matrix Effects
We did not verify matrix effect for each analyte due to various reasons: 1) this developed method employed isotope dilution technique that is known to be able to account for possible matrix effects, 2) this method employed matrix-based calibration quantification, not solvent-based calibration, to control matrix effects that might occur during quantification, 3) the relative recoveries and RSD (that met with standard requirement set by the FDA of the spiked samples did not show any hints of matrix effects being uncontrolled or unaccounted for.
As for the extraction recoveries, they are now provided and discussed in the text (i.e. extraction recoveries of all target analytes were greater than 80%, except for MDA which were between 68-75%). This information was taken from the previously published paper by Olsson et al., (26) where the same SPE procedure was used. Despite the different matrix used, the extraction recoveries were estimated to be the same or even higher than previously reported due to the fact that the baby food was considered as matrix with less complexity and minimum ionic strengths and thus its matrix components should not compromise the extraction efficiency of the SPE cartridge. More importantly, since the results of extraction recoveries were not needed for analytical result adjustment because we employed isotope dilution technique prior to extraction, and we were satisfied with the analytical method performance, therefore there were unnecessary for us to perform the extraction recovery experiment to confirm those previously published values 
